Aiming at the problem that it lacks the effective logic verification model on the security and control mechanism of intelligent lock, this paper proposed a novel security intelligent lock model based on situation calculus, named SILM-SC. Firstly, based on the research and application about the security intelligence lock, and integrated the demands on security and mobility, the logic process of security intelligent lock is deeply discussed. Subsequently, SILM-SC is established according to the logic process, and it fully considers the practical needs of the users and draws on the logical thinking of the situation calculus to make up for the lack of logic verification of security intelligent lock. Finally, according to the model, the security intelligence lock is set up, and the security of the model is proved by scientific test.
Introduction
Today, the development of computer software and hardware is in high speed parallel, The security and intelligence of security infrastructure has become a hot spot and focus, And the core of these facilities, in fact, is still a variety of locks. At present, the market can be broadly divided into two categories: mechanical lock and electronic lock [1] .The principle of different locks is different and it has its own unique advantages, but there are some drawbacks, such as low security, inconvenience, easy damage and low accuracy [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Except for the above problems, there is no formal method to verify the security and tightness of locks at present. Aiming at these problems and taking into account the popularity of mobile intelligent devices at the same time, this article intends to use the mobile smart devices as a key and whole system through the three handshake to ensure the safety of the lock. Before this, the whole process of unlocking is verified by using the scenario calculus.
Related Work

Research and Application About the Security Lock
Since ancient times, people's life has been accompanied by the lock. Mechanical lock [6] is composed of many physical components and used in the family. Electronic lock can be divided into three categories button type electronic lock, card type electronic lock and biometric electronic lock [2] . Most of them are used in high grade places such as libraries, research institutes, hotels, etc.
Security and Mobility About the Security Intelligence Lock
It can be known that most of the current existence of the lock has a variety of weakness, such as low security, not easy to carry, easy damage, high cost [2] [3] [4] [5] . In our country everyone hold a mobile intelligent terminal at present. So use terminal control lock open and close will make up for the above shortcomings. Based on this, the design to achieve three times handshake, in order to ensure the safety of the whole.
Situation Calculus
Situation calculus is a formal method for describing state change and action reasoning. It is assumed that all changes are produced by action, in the context of the implementation of the action s will reach a new scenario s' [7] . Different actions will produce different scenarios, so the final scene is achieved by a series of actions [8] .
The Construction of SILM-SC
Behavior Set of Safety Intelligent Lock for Safe
The main action of safety intelligent lock for safe is unlocking and locking. Of course, it need perform other actions also. For example, in order to get the user's identity information, need to get some data about the identity. At the same time there are some abnormal behavior, including the password error 5 times into sleep.
According to the theory of the basic action of the situation calculus, we can use the following three elements to represent the action:  A=(ID, Prec, Succ)  ID--Name of action
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 Prec--Precondition for action  Succ--Effect of action execution 
The Formal Description of SILM-SC
The action of safe and intelligent lock for safe is the response action, because of the occurrence of action has the characteristics of triggering. The action will happen when the safe lock is satisfied with the condition of the action. The formal description of SILM-SC is given by situation calculus as follow based on the above action.
Some Basic Actions of SILM-SC and Their Semantic Meaning
Connect 
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Assuming that the safe have an external door and opened the external door will have three small doors. each door is relatively independent and has its own lock, so each safe has four locks.
Design of Unlocking Process of the Safety Intelligent Lock
An Example of Unlocking Process of the Safety Intelligent Lock is given based on SILM-SC as follow.
If a user opens the small door 2 and close the safe after take out the document.
Initial situation:
ConnectedBluetooth ( 
Test Result
The test results are shown in the Table 2 . The test result shows that the SILM-SC model can describe very well the logic verification process of security and control mechanism of intelligent lock.
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Summary
Aiming at the problem that it lacks the effective logic verification model on the security and control mechanism of intelligent lock, this paper constructs a secure and intelligent lock model based on the situation calculus. Firstly, analysis of the realistic demand and logic relations of intelligent safety lock; Secondly, build a model using the above data. Finally according to the model design experiment and test results show that the model has a guiding role.
